5 skills you must master
to start thriving online
from scratch.
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1. The Mind
To get you to even have a hope of getting through the
starting gates online, from scratch, one thing I must make
very clear is that your mind set must be strong.
Now if like me you are going through a divorce, and
according to my research, as well as my own personal
experience, it takes a minimum of 2-3 years before you can
even start to breathe, especially if you have children
together. This may make it harder for you to break that
‘barrier’ to freedom.

How do you even start to deal with the mind? How can you
even start to look for some information on Google? May I
suggest that the first place to look is inside… The first step
is to become aware of you. The saying is
“thoughts become things”
So become aware of everything you do, say and think
(that’s a full time job I can assure you!).
Hence yes, your mind must be very strong and in peak
‘physical’ ‘neurobiological’ state - which for me was far
from the case.
As luck would have it the synaptic states of the nervous
system are like muscles and can be trained… The only
diﬀerence is that whereas you go to the gym for an hour
and do intense work for a limited time frame, your neurones

are active 24/7!!! So some may say tis quicker, others will
say tis longer for to be “working out” 24 hours a day is
really tiring - even if it is neurologically!!
The first skill you must to to start online is to really get
that mind set right.

2. Financial Wherewithal
As if the mind demon was not enough you also need to
have your financial thermostat seen too!

A lot of glass ceilings to breakthrough especially if like me
you choose to stay at home and educate your children and
know nothing of the corporate life! Try as you may if the
financial glass ceiling is still there - you will not move
(income wise ;)
How do you do this? Well first and foremost you must look
at your relationship with money. How you see it, what was
your first relationship with it and how does that aﬀect you
now? A lot of workbooks to be gone through ;)
The second skill you must be aware of is that your
financial mind must be in tip top shape.

3.The Self

Right and whilst you work on these two huge areas of your
life in the same way, why not get your own self seen to?!
Your self esteem must be high, to know you’re worth makes
all the diﬀerence.
How to work on the self esteem issue? This is simple
enough - have fun!
What???
Yes become the inner child you were before all these
opinions ebbed onto your own consciousness. Whilst
others may say ‘Oh no, you’re not qualified to apply’ - what
do they really know? ‘I wouldn’t wear that?’ and why not
you decided to!
Let people have their opinions you carry on and have a cup
of tea with your biscuit!
This is just the start of your rebuilding your self esteem,
with it comes self worth (my personal favourite), self love
(oh look there it is!!)…
The third skill you must have solid foundations in is your
self.

4. Let’s Get Elementary Digitally Skilled
Elementary digital education will give you the backbone to
have authority within your chosen field. You see this online
marketing is very diﬀerent to the old corporate marketing
ways, and instead one has to lead with value.
People stay on your website 2-3 seconds before they click
oﬀ somewhere else, so if you are trying the old marketing
ways then tis of no value nor use so they leave. Should you
lead with value then they may catch a word - ‘that’s my
word’ - so they stay and look around your website. This
means that the research you must do before you hit the
publish button for once in the world wide web always on
the dot com!
Learning this valuable skill will pay oﬀ in the long run and
no one can take that away from you - who knows it may
even serve you in the long run ;)
Learn basic online marketing 101, very diﬀerent to what you
might expect and that is the fourth skill you must master.

5. Let’s Go the Full Hog of Websites 101
Having mastered the backbone of digital marketing you can
then have a website to be proud of, that people flock to although we do not want anyone and everyone flocking, but
that skill you’ll have mastered in #4 ;)
Web designing is not as complex as it used to be, there is
no coding anymore, a lot like click and drag document
making.
The fifth skill is then becoming online proficient.

Conclusion.
These five skills are incredibly powerful, alone and together
they make you unstoppable online.

Welcome :)
Should you want to have a community with which to grow,
join the Facebook group learn more about these in detail I
have set up a course for you:
Desperate Divorcee to Thriving Fempreneur.
You could be a woman looking to thrive online and this
course would also be for you, for I also am passionate
about helping the gifted (silly word we are all gifted but tis
the word that has been assigned to us, or high functioning,
Zebras, Cheetahs…), helping Mother’s with Asperges
children, Dyslexic children…
Whatever your reason for being here and reading this I want
to thank you and I am here to humbly serve you for
you have taken a step into this path - the higher path of
quantum energy seeking and that, my friend, is huge.
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